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Abstract
© Springer  International  Publishing  Switzerland  2015.  We  formalize  timed  workflow  with
abnormal  behavior  management  (i.e.  recovery)  and demonstrate  how temporal  logics  and
model  checking  are  methodologies  to  iteratively  revise  the  design  correct-by  construction
system. We define a formal semantics by compiling generic workflow patterns into an extension
of LTL with dense time clocks (CLTLoc). CLTLoc allows us to define the first logical formalization
of workflows that can be practically employed in verification tools and to avoid the use of well-
known automata based formalisms dealing with real-time. We use an ad-hoc bound model
checker to prove requirements validity on a business process. The working assumption is that
lightweight approaches easily fit into processes that are already in place so that radical change
of procedures, tools and people’s attitudes are not needed. The complexity of formalisms and
invasiveness  of  methods  have been demonstrated  to  be  one of  the  major  drawback  and
obstacle for deployment of formal engineering techniques into mundane projects.
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